Commas in a Series

Directions: Rewrite each sentence to include commas in a series.

1. I have plowed planted and gathered the cotton into barns.
   I have plowed, planted, and gathered the cotton into barns.

2. She watched as her brothers sisters and cousins were sold to plantation owners.
   She watched as her brothers, sisters, and cousins were sold to plantation owners.

3. The Nealys whipped her gave her poor clothing to wear and offered her little to eat.
   The Nealys whipped her, gave her poor clothing to wear, and offered her little to eat.

4. Bell had to cook for the family clean the house and wash their clothes.
   Bell had to cook for the family, clean the house, and wash their clothes.

5. The crowd at the inn was rough rowdy and loud.
   The crowd at the inn was rough, rowdy, and loud.

6. The man had underestimated Bell’s spirit determination and strength.
   The man had underestimated Bell’s spirit, determination, and strength.